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The element of chance is involved in an kinde of men~1 talL
When a child is asked which i. the 10Dpr of two Jines, or which
is his left ear he might by chance point to the co~tODe. If
in spelling he does not know whether it is m-a-i-n or m-a-i-Il-e,
he milht ad it right or wrong by chance.

In one type of t~t the amoant of ...... tIIat tire
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examinee does is not revealed by either the results or .the form of
the test. If the question is, What is the capital of Pennsylvania?,
the examinee might know it is 1 ci 2 names, or he might know it
is 1 of 10, 48, or any other number. His finished paper does not
show to what extent chance was a !actor in his answer. In this
type of question, where the maximum amount of guessing is un
known, the only practical scoring is on the basis of the number
of correct responses.

In another type of test the maximum number of chances is
determined. In the true-fahe test, for instance, the gU,essing
is limited to 2 items in each question, from which 1 may be
chosen. In Test 3 of the Army Alpha Examination, the exam:ne~

bably be obtained by chance will be marked 0, and papers that
that the examinee does is not revealed ohpectively. If his paper
correct, may be made. In this type the exact amount of guessing
that the examinee does is not revealed objectively. If this paper
is perfect, he might have guessed. at none, or he might have
guessed successfully at several. But his guesses are limited to
a certain maximum number, so that they can be considered sys
tematicalJy in arriving at the score.

I n the true-false test the common way of marking is to sub
tract the wrong from the right answers, not counting thos~

questions not marked. This method is expressed by the formula
S = (s. - U) - 2 W, in which S means the score that th~

examinee makes, SI means the maximum score for the test, U
means the number of ulimarked qu('sti~ns, and W means th~

number of wrong answers.
When each question contains 3 itenu from which 1 ~hoice

may be made, and anly 1 item is the correct ~n:;wer. wh,at is
the best method o~ scoring? Tite same princ:ple shouicl be ap
plied in this case that is commonly.used for the true-:-false ,core
so the paper that has only the numb;er right th:u wou·d pro
may choose 1 of 3 items in each question and in Tests 7 and 8 of
have a higher number of correct respOMes will be scored hy the
same formdla, and will be marked proportionately higher. Since
in, the case of 3 possibilities, in which about 1/3 of them rgiht, the
paper with only 1/3 right should be marked O. The formula for thia'
cue~: S = (5. - U) 3/2 W, in which the letter. have the Ia~
~gs as above. If 30· questions, are marked in .uch a telt,
ud only 10 ci them are corred, the ~e is 0; if 25 of the 30
are correct, the score is 22.5. If the test is of a similar kind, but
pftrrida 1 choice oat Of 4. the fractio. in the formula i. 4/3 i..-
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.teat' of 31t. I ~ 1 hoice out 5 is taken the fraction is 5/4, and ::
lout of 6 it is 6/5.

In order to make the formula more general other cases nee~

to be considered. I nstead of only one choice benig correct.
3S is as!lumed in all of the above cases, the test may be So con
structed that two or more choices will be correct; but the same
I)r:ncipte ~tated above holds,-when the number of correct re
!iponl'CS is not Rreater than a chance marking would approximat~,

the score should bt> 0; and when the number o. correct response:
is Rreater than chance would approximate, a correct score is ob
tained by using the same formula that gives 0 when the num
ber ~ correct responses is not greater than chance usually ap
proximates. In cases where more than I choice is correct, the
nUDlbcr cerrect must. of coune, always be at least I less than the
number of items from which the choices are made. Further
more, i~ the choices permitted are greater than lout of 2, the
value of the tes1 is needlessly weakened by increasing the ele
ment of chance. For example, if 3 items are provided, 2 of
which arc correct and will count on the score if chosen, and 2
choices arc permitted. then I of the choices will inevitaby b~

correct. If the score in that test is found by subtracting the
wrong answers from the right, the score will have to be either
o or 2. Another illustration is the test in which 13 items from
which to choose are given, 9 choices are permitted, and 9 cor
rect answers are po~sible. Jt will be noticed that only 4 of the
9 choices can be incorrect. If the examinee makes all of the
mistakes that he possibly can, and his wrong answers are sub
tracted {rom his right, he will still have I point to his credit. It
might be assumed ·that no tests would ever "be constructed allow
ing a greater protJortion of choices than lout of 2, and that it i5
foUy to mention ~uch possibilities. But the two examples jus
mentioned are taken from a printed standard test,: The case:)
mentioned below that contain choices in greater proportions than
lout of 2, are mentioned only in deriving a general formula, and
not to endorse their u~e.

Applying the above principle to the case of 2 responses ou:
of 3 being cor.rect. 2/3 oo! the questions marked correcfy WOD .(1
be the approximate result of chance, and should be scored O.
The fraction for 3 out of 5 would be 3/S, ror 3 out of 6. 3/6, et'~.

The formulas for these cases taken in the order above, and le!-

' ......... Geoge WiDu'd aM AI........ WlafieW D.. "8eIacIanl AeIIIne
,ant !eat lit aa IDt1'OdactiOD to UMatioD:' Test IV.
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ting U equal 0; are: S = SI - 3 W; S = SI - 5/2 Vv·;
S = SI - 6/3 W; etC. Suppose, to illustrate. that a test con
tains 30 series of 5 items each. 3 of which: if marked correctly,
count on the score, that 36 are Wl'ong, and that U equals O. Then
substituting in the formula gives:

S = 90 - 5/2 X 36, or S = O.

The principle of correcting scores for chance has just been
applied to two types of series. The first was that 1 choice wa~

allowed from any number of items, only 1 of which could count
on the score. The second was that an indefinite number of
choices was allowed from an indefinite number of items (the lat
ter always being at least 1 greater than the former) and that th~

maximum number of items that could count on the score was
equal to the number of choices. Two more types need to be
considered.

Suppose, to illustrate type 3, that the series is 3 chosen !ron:
a group of 5, and not more than 2 o~ the 5 items can count on the
score. The values for these 3 quantities, when the series t:'
divided by 3, are : I, 5/3. and 2/3, respectively. In this form
the ~irst 2 quantities are similar in form to those in the first typ~

explained above. because the first is unity and the second comes
within the term "any number of items". The third quantity,
the maximum number in the series that can count on the scort.
has no effect on the fractional part of SI that chance marking
wiil approximate. It affects only the value of SI and does nOl
enter into the product subtracted from SI - U in order to iinrl
the value of S. Then when the form 3 out of 5 and 2 right is re
duced to the terms lout of 5/3 and 2/3 right the amount 'Ji
chance involved in it can be calculated by the same process as the
first type referred to before, which was of the form lout of 5
and 1 right. Now in the case of 1 chosen from 5, 5 X W or

4
5 X W is the product subtracted from 51 - U. Applying the

5 - 1
same principle to the case of lout of 5/3. the 5/3 must be sub·
atitated for S, which gives 5/3 X W. Placing this term in the

5/3 - 1
formula gives:

5 = (5J - U) - 5/3 X W
5/3 -1
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.The fol~owing problem wiJI serve to' Hlustrate this formula
A test contairi. 15 series pf 5 ite~s each; 3 items in each serid!
are to be marked, and a maximum of 2 of the 5 items are correct
answers and count on the score if correctly marked. If W' equals
12, and U equals 0, what is the score? Substituting in the for·
mula gives:

S = 30- 5/3 X 12, or 5 = 0
5/3 - 1

A" ~ourth type of series i8 possible. Suppose that the series
i. 2 chosen from a grc up 0: 5, and correct answers can· be made
from 3 of the 5 items. It can easily be shown that the elemtnt
of chance is the same in this type as in the preceding one.
About 3/5 of the maximum score would be obtained by chance.
The max:mum score ~cr the series, 2, would also remain th~

same. So type 4 is solved by the same process as type 3.

In order to arrive at a general formula (or aU of the above
types, it is necessary to use a symbol for the quotient resul.ing
from the total number of items in the series d:vided by the num
ber of choices, cr in ca~e the -!ourth type 0: series is not changed
into the third type before solving, this quantity will be the re
ciprocal of the fraction expressing the part of the score, SI' thelt
chance marking will approximate. Let n represent that quantity'.
Then the general formula becomes:

5 = (51 - U) - nW I.
-n -1

The question that may arise is, Wha~ is the usc o!sc:oripg
by th~ principles c! Formu'a I? This quesfon is.. partly all
swered by l\n application of the formula to scoring some st;and-
ard tests. . .

\.1. In the ArlllY Alpha Examination where 1 choice Ollt of 4
is provided as in Test 8. and only 1 of the 4 is correct. suppO~
that 4 questions are unmarked, and tbat 27 pf the remaining, 36
are wrong, what should be the score? 5ub~ti'tuting iiI the formub
we have: .

S =: (040 - 4) - 4 X 27 at S: =a 0
4-1- .

The authorized scoring in this cue pea a score of 9 points,
which means that the examinee probablf getl 9 poiaU'Ibaite·~ .
he deierve.. .

2. The next -iIIulttJ'ation is takea from Tat 3 Of a
"Stuclard AdaieftlDent Teat Oil U IDtroeIae:tioD· to Echac:adoa",
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which was mentioned above. In this test 8 items in column A
are to be paired with 8 in column B. Each item can be paired
in only 1 way. If only 5 correct groupings are made, and U i.
O. the formula gives:

S = 8 - 8 X 3 or S == 4 4/7

8 - 1
The instructions given by the authors of that examination for
scoring this test (R-W). would give a score of 2, when only S
correct answers are made and no question left unmarked.

A further reason for correcting scores for probable chance
marki~ is shown by the data that follow:

Table I
.\n illustration of the di{-!erence in the use of the formula and the
usual method of calculating scores, in the case of tests in which
tht- maximum amount of chance is known.
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Telt 3 there are 16 quest;ons, and the choice is lout of 3 in each
question. So the probable score by chance is 5 1/3.

2. "Actual Trial" means that a chance mark.ng was actual1y
made (or the tests: lards were used. In the case of Test J just
mentioned, 16 cards were numbered I, 16 were numbered 2, and
16, were numhered 3. They were shuffled, and 16 o. them drawn.
1 he items were marked in the order in which the cards were
drawn.

J. The score made by the actual trial was used in th~

formula to correct it for chance. I. the chance scores wert~

used in the formula they, of course, would all give O.
It is very significant to notice some of the results obtained

from some intelligence tests when no compensation ~or chance is
made. The Army Alpha Examination, fer example, gives a scor~

o. 25 by pure chance (Table I). In practice the grade of C
was given for scores frem 25 to 44 on that examination, and the
grades of D and 0- ~or lower than 25. Now it is evident that
score 2S if made only on tests 3, 7, and 8 is the probable 0 mark.
and the lowest C- individual, as well as all below him, were
e~ such low grade in~e.ligence that they could· not be measured
by the test and the method of scoring. Scores of 25 and lower
may be duCt entirely ·to chance, and have no significance, unless
they are made on tests other than J, 7 and 8; or unless credit fo:'
inteJIigence is given ~or merely holding a pencil and marking in
certain places at random in tests 3, .7, and 8.

The Army Examination was the ~orerunner of numerous
intellige~ce examinations of a similar kind, which followed the
same method of scoring-right answers minus wrong in tests
where the choice of lout 2 was given, and counting on th",
score aJl those right in all other tests.

Another instance from Table 1 may be taken from the Oti'i
Group Intelligence Scale, in which chance marking gives a score
of 32. This mark of 32 means, accord;ng to the norms worked
out ~or the test, a Binet mental age of 8.6 years. If compensation
is made for chance, the score of 32, if made entirely on Tests 2, 7.
8. 9 and 10. becomes O. It would be absurd to suppose that all
children who make 32 or lower on the tcst have 0 intclligcnce.
They might make some of the score on Tests other than 2, 7, 8. ~
and 10. or bave intelligence that the examination does not meas·
ure. Because a 15 pound child weighs 0 on scales used for
weijihing freight cars and graduated in no smaller units than 100
pounds. does not prove that the child has no weight.
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In case only the relative standing of a group of individuals
is desired, and a single test is used, the whole number of right
answers used as the score serves the purpose as' weII as correct
ing the scores for chance. In a true-false test of SO que:itions,
for ex~mple, if the correct scores run ~rom 25 to SO, the person
who makes 25 is at the bottom of the list, whether his score h'
recorded as 25 or 0; and alI cf the others remain in the sam~

relat;ve positions but not separated by the same number of
points, regardiess of whether the rormula is used or not. But if
scores are obtained from various tests, unlike in the probabl":
effect oi chance on the scores, the importance of adjusting the
scores to correct them :or chance becomes evident. If scores art'
not corrected for chance, a score of SO may be made by one per
son on tests where chance, is practially eliminated and by another
on tests where 1/3 ef the score may be due to chance The same
scores of SO for each would indicate very dWerent amounts oi
inte IIigence.

1 he distorted relative values obtained from the usual me·
thod of scoring is further iJlustrated by the scores made by thr~e

individuals on the Army Alpha Examination.
Table II

Actual records of three examinees on the Army Alpha Examina
tion, each scored in two ways, by the formula I and according to
the instructions in the manual.

Individuals
B

>'d ......D- .. t .DO;
.! ~• :s

o:! .!~ ::: @ .!! .. E@
o~

:s .. o 0 &~ o 0 &~.. 0 CI_
~- l:ll: ~~ ll: ~ l:ll:

~
3 9I 9 9 3

2 12 12 8 8 2

3 15 15 5 S 4

4 38 38 11 11 6
5 20 20 5 S v
6 13 13 4 4 7
7 37 36 2 0 7
8 23 17 17 13 3
Totals 167 160 5S 49 4S

Percentage
of lo!s due 4 10 16
to formula
markiog
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These meager data indicate that the lower the score the
areater the percentage due to chance. By correcting scores for
probable chana marking, the bright are separated from the dull
more distinctly, and the efiectiveness cf. the test is improved.

Scoring according to Formula I is the universal practice
for teats in which there is a choice of lout of 2 (the true-false
telt), but for tests in which the choice is other than lout cf. 2,
the general practice is to count the number right as the score.
If chance is recognized in calculating the score in tests where
the choice is lout of 2, why should it not be considered in deter·
mining the score when the choice is lout of 3, lout of 4, 2 out
of 5, and in other cases where the maximum amount of chance is
known? It is evident that the advantage from guessing is greater
where there are only 2 items from which 1 is to be chosen, than
where there are three or more from which 1 is to be chosen.
The greater the number from which a choice is made the leSll
probability there is of guessing the right answer. If the number
ia about SO or more, as in paired vocabularies, the total right is
about the same as the score computed on the basis of the above
principle. H, for instance, the test contains SO questions, and
only 25 of the answe-rs are correct the score is 24.S; but if onl)
25 of SO questions are correct in a true-false test, the score is O.

Conditions sometimes arise in tests with a fixed number oi
choices and a fixed number of items from which to choose thar
are not provided for by Formula I. If the number of choices
that the examinee actually makes is greater than the number
allowed, how should the score be calculated? A deduction in the
score proportionate to the advantage gained by extra choices
should be made. If the total number of items in a test equal, IS.
the number aJlowed to be chosen is 5, and W equals 0, it is evi
dent that ~ 15 choices are made the score wou~d be O. Also if
the choices actuany made are onIy 5, and W is 0, the score would
be perfect, or 5. The range between 15 and 5 points is 10. If
the examinee marks extra points to the extent of all the range,.
he is penalized 5 points, or SilO o! a point for 1 unit of the
range. If the number actually marked is 7 the amount deducted
would ~. S/10 (7-5) or 1. Expressed in the form of an equatoin
the process of deduction from the score is: S == 5 - 5110 (7-5).
If n, is the numbtr Of marki~g. allowed in • series, if N is the
I1IIIl of the Dumber of marking. made in exceu of ~. f« ·each
aerie, o! the test, and if ... is the total namber of itema ina~.
thea the eqaatioll in ~neraJ terms ia: .
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5 = 5. - n t N U.
n. - n.

This formula is to be used for cases in which Wand U both an:
O. If Wand U do not equal 0,' Formula I and Formula 11 muat
be combined. which gives:

5 = (5. - U) - ,nW - n. N III.
'. n - 1 n~ - n.

Elements may be omitted from Formula III to meet various
needs. If U equals 0. U is omitted; if W equals 0. n\V is omitted;

--;-=-1
and if N equals 0, n, N is omitted.

n% - n.
For a simple applicat:on of Formula III, suppOse that 30

questions are given in a true-false test, that 40 of the 60 item~

from' which choices may be made are marked instead of the 30
allo~ed. "and that S are marked incorrect'y. 5. will then equal
30. U =.0. n=2, W = S, n, :: 30, N = 10, and n

2
== 2. Sub

stituting'in Formula III gives:

S = 30 - 2 X S - 1 X 10 or 5 = 10
-2--=-1 2 - 1

Thi~() score is! the same as the one obtained by the common
practice 'of scoring the true-false test by counting all questions
that are marked both ways as unmarked. and subtracting the
~rong answers from the right. If all tests in which the maxi
mum amount of chance is determined were the simple true-fal"
kind, the above formulas would not be necessary. When, how
ever, the series contain many items, some of which are omitted
by the exam:nee, some over-marked, some marked correcth'
and aome' incorrectly; when several choices are permitted in J
question, or when 1 choice: is permitted o!rom several correct
items; and when severar' questions are included in a series; th~
problem becomes tco complex to be solved by simple inspection.
The following. scheme will indicate the method of finding the
values ~. U; W. and N.

R.......

f. 'The ~bore plan r~rese'nts a te~t of, 11 series, ,witb 7;
items in each series. FroUl' ea~b .erie. of 7 the examiaee i. to

~"~R'.~'aD item'~r~ c~~ or .t.arkea,':~1 tout
J point 011 the acore, provided the wbole Dumber daoHIi ill tJKa
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series does not exceed 2, in which case the additional IR
marked counts 1 overmarking (1 unit on the value o! N.)

3. I is used to represent items other than IR. If an I is
chosen, or marked, it wilt count: (a) wronl if the number of
marks for the series does not exceed the number allowed by the
directions for making the test, or 2; (b) overmarked, if th~

number of marks fOT the series exceeds the number allowed by
the directions for marking the test.

4. The directions to the examinee for marking the test are:
"Encircle 2 correct items (words. figures, symbols, etc.) out oi
the seven in each of the series."

S. Of course, in practice the letters IR and I would be re
placed by meaningful items preceded by a statement, as: Mark
2 of the !ollowing that are usually liquids: map, fish, ink, country,
milk, water, putty.
No. of I tems Values of
series U W N

1 I ( I) I R I ( IR) IRIOlO
2 I . I (I) I IR IR IR 1 1 ~

3 IR (I) I I I (lR) (lR) 0 0 1
4 (IR) I I IR IR I I 0 0 0
5 I IR (I) (IR) (I) IR I 0 1 1
6 I IR I I I IR (lR) 0 1 0
7 (IR) I (IR) (IR) I I I 0 0 1
8 I I I I (lR) IR (IR) 0 0 0
9 I (I) (IR) (I) IR IR I 0 1 I

10 I (lR) IR I IR I I 1 0 0
11 (lR) (lR) (IR) I I I I 0 0 1
Totals 2 5 5
In addition to the values o! V, W, and N expressed as totals in
the scheme, values for the other letters of Formula III when
applied to the scheme are: 51 = 22, n = 7/3, n1 =2, and n2 = 7.
Substituting the values in Formula I II I makes:

S = (22 - 2) - '1/3 X 5 - 2 X 5 or 5= 9 1/4
'1/3 - 1 7 - 2

Confusion in the understanding and use of the above for
mulas will be prevented by keeping in mind the following
definitions of the terms and symbols used in this article.

(A) Terma
1 Item means the word, figure, or other symbol that forms

the smallest part of an examination. For example, Test 8 of
the Army Alpha Examination contains 160 items, 4 in each of the
(40) questions. .

2. Question means an item that counts on the score ii
correctly marked; or the question is a group of items only one
of which counts on the score. In the scheme of 11 series pen
just above there are 22 questioDs, 2 for each series.

3. A .eries it a aroup of items that are marked a. a anit.
The differeDt series in ftI10as tests do Dot have a fixed Dumber
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of items, but all the series in a given test must be uniform in the
total number of items each contains, in the number of choices
permitted, in the number of items that count on the score, and in
the number of items <from which correct choices can be made.
Tests are usually so constructed that a series contains only 1
item that counts on the score, only 1 that may be chosen, only i
that can serve as a correct answer, and 2, 3, 4, or 5, items from
which a choice is made. In case not more than I item in the
series can count on the score, the series means the same as '\
question.

4. Test means a number of uniform series, provided it is
a test in which the maximum amount of chance can be deter
mined. Test is also used to designate various other kinds of
groups of questions. Test" I of the Army Alpha Examinai.on i~
an example of one of the other kinds.

5. Examination means a group of tests. It is the largest
unit considered in this article. In printed form it si the whole
booklet or :older. Scale is sometImes used in this sense, as
"Otis Group Intelligence Scale." Test is also used in this
sense, as, "Standard Achievement Test on an Introduction to
Education." The last named contains 4 major divisions, each of
them called also "Tests."

(B) Symbols
No1e:-The letters used are o! two kinds: (I) Capitals,

which designate values for the test as a whole, and (except S,)
whose values generally cannot be found by multiply:ng the num
ber of series by some other factor. (2) Small letters, which
designate values for each series of the test, and are constant for
each test.

1. S means the actual score that an examinee makes on
any test.

2. S. means the total number of items of a test that can
count on the score. S. is the maximum s~ore for a test, and is
equal to the number of questions in the test.

3. U means the number of items in a test that count on the
score i: marked, minus the number that is marked. To find the
value o! Veach series of items must be checked separately, and
the number unmarked in each series added to make U.

4. W means the number of items that ceunt on the score
that are not marked, and instead of which !ome other item is
marked. The value of W must be found by checking each ser~s
separateIv as describej for U.

S. N means the sum of the number of marking. made in
excess of n. {or each series of the te.t.

6. 0 means the reciprocal of the fraction that expreneS the
part o~ the score (either for a series or the test) that chance
marking wiJI approximate.

7. o. means the number of items in a series permitted ,(,
be marked by the directions for marking the test.

8. n~ meaos the total number of items io a series.
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CeJIICbiou
1. The current practic~ i. Icoring tests in which the maxi

mum amount of cbance il known. by countinK the number of
r'4ht answers as the score (except in the true-false test), con
tunl a fault that can readily be corncted.

2.- The correction can be made- in· mOlt instances (in which
a choice ofl out of 3, 4, 5. and the "like items is allowed) by
Formula I, which is: "- .

5 = (5, - U) - nW
n-l

3. FOTmula III is a ~eneral one, which will serve where
other corrections are desired. This formula is:

5 = (5, - U) - nw ~ n. N
-;-=-1 nl - Dt
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